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Prominda Financing Information – Oct 2018  

 

Financing a modular home may be a challenge as lenders can be unfamiliar with the modular build 

concept. Lenders are accustomed to financing homes build traditionally on site with the payment 

release plan aligned to site completion stages. With a modular build, your home is completed in our 

factory and transported to site already completed.  

Here is some information and ide as on solving some of the challenges   

1.  Speak to your lender as early as possible.  

Lenders will have guidelines for release of funds which are normally association with onsite 

works stages such as slab/ framing / lock up etc. It is the same when we build a house inside 

the factory, with payments aligned to build completion stages but it may take your lending 

organisation awhile to get an understanding of this and extra time may be needed internally 

with their approval process – lending organisations are not really known for “thinking 

outside the box”.    

Lenders have asked for photos as we complete the stages of build in the factory and we are 

more than happy to supply these to you and your lender to trigger the release of payments. 

 

2. Explaining what actually is a modular home to your lender may help.  The finished product of 

a modular home is no different to any other traditional onsite build. Your home is just fully 

built in the factory and transported completed to site.  Even though Prominda’s homes are 

transported to site, they are not designed be transported from site to site like other smaller 

“transportable houses. Using the words “not readily transportable” may help. 

 

3. Additional security – some lenders may ask you to provide information on equity you may 

have on existing land or property you own. The more equity available may mean a quicker 

approval process.  

 

4. Shop around for lenders. Some lenders will just have no knowledge of modular home 

building and it will pay to shop around for lenders that do have experience in lending for a 

modular build. In our experience, this can happen even within the one lending organisation 

with one person or department saying no and then another person and another day the 

answer is yes.  

And remember – financing a house whether modular or traditional can be a challenge so not all the 

challenges are unique to a modular build.  

Communication, persistence, and a good relationship with your lending organisations are the key.  

Prominda is here to help.  We can supply documents to help support your application such as copies 

of contracts or payment schedule or even just general information to your lender.   

Your Prominda team  


